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Introduction
• Nearly one year ago (November 12, 2021), BlackEconomics.org
featured what was Part I of an analysis of the question: “Is the Media
a Problem for Black America?”

• This is Part II of the analysis, which highlights the problematic nature
of the media’s feminization of Black males.
• We retain in this analysis selected elements of Part I.

How can the media be a problem?
• Media can be a problem because:
• The media can be a source for stereotype formation
• Stereotypes are precursors to prejudice and racial discrimination
• Racial discrimination is at the seat of racism
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See “Stereotyping, Prejudice, and Discrimination: Another Look” (John F. Dovidio, et al) in Stereotypes &
Stereotyping, C. Neil Macrae, Charles Stangor, and Miles Hewstone, Editors. Guilford Press, New York: 1996.

BlackEconomics.org’s media analyses

TNYT = The New York Times; TWP = The Washington Post

These 2021 and 2019 analyses of The New York Times and The Washington
Post, and others on the BlackEconomics.org’s “Media” page highlight how
the media contributes to stereotype formation and discrimination.

The following three images are examples
of the media purposely feminizing Black
males and inducing stereotype formation
of Black males.
The images presented in this analysis are from the following sources: BBC.com,
Bloomberg.com; MSN.com; NYT.com; TheGuardian.com; and WashingtonPost.com.

It Begins with attire…
Construed as “stylishness,” Black
males—males generally—are now
invited to dress in feminine-like
attire.
It begins with clothes, and then
creeps into other aspects of one’s
everyday life.
Today, males are observed with
attire and accessories that parallel
those formerly reserved for females.
Bloomberg.com, 09/28/22

Now Attire in Context…

MSN.com, 9/25/22

Once one accepts the attire, then it is a fait accompli to place one in context and motivate the
enactment of related roles and personalities. One arrives just one step from being enveloped
in the intended nature and full acceptance of the prescribed stereotype.

And then submission to stereotypes…
When it reaches this point,
it is nearly impossible to
reverse engineer the mind
and being back to their
natural or “normal” states.
If Black American males
submit to feminization
stereotypes, then it marks
the onset of our certain
destruction.
We must find the “undo”
key and stop the madness.
We do not have to accept it.
NYT.com, 10/31/22

Revisiting Part I of this analysis
• The last three images represent new and evolving stereotyping efforts
to ensure the feminization of Black males.
• If and when imbibed, the images will shape Black males away from
proclivities to:
• Serve as providers/protectors/warriors for our families and areas of
influence
• Reproduce ourselves biologically
• Provide masculine role models for young Black males

• The next three slides repeat from Part I strong and already existing
media stereotypes concerning Black males.

Black males are criminals, thieves, and
unwanted

Blacks are certainly overrepresented in the media
as criminals, and our presence in the criminal
injustice system confirms the stereotype. The
continuous release of not guilty Black prisoners is
prima facie evidence of the power of stereotypes.
Left, BBC.com 100321; center, TheGuardian.com 092921; right, WashingtonPost.com 092121

Black males are untrustworthy

Consistent with the previous slide, not
only are we portrayed as criminals, but
we are also generally portrayed as
untrustworthy. At least for Africans, they
are often presented as white-collar
criminals—criminals, nonetheless.
Left, NYT.com 100321; center, WashingtonPost.com 100321; right, Bloomberg.com 091521

Black males are oversexed

Dr. Francis Cress Welsing has a perfect
explanation for this stereotype. It is a
classic attempt to strike fear into the
hearts of White men and women, and to
motivate them to fear Black men who are
expected to rape White females. Of
course, the likes of Epstein and Weinstein
are held up as community icons until it is
absolutely impossible to do so.
Left, NYT.com 101421; center, NYT.com 092121; right, NYT.com 081821

What should Black America do?
We should use all tools at
our disposal (including
boycotts and protests of
White media and switching
to favorable Black Media) to
halt the pernicious effects of
adverse Black media images
that motivate stereotype
formation. Once formed,
stereotypes can cause antiBlack discrimination by both
White and Black Americans
alike; i.e., racism.

Questions, comments, and intellectual submissions are
welcomed at BlackEconomics@BlackEconomics.org.

